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THE SITE
The site is located south of the A78 Inverkip
Road in south west Greenock and forms
a ’priority place’ in the Inverclyde Local
Development Plan, known as Spango Valley,
south west Greenock.

Greenock Cut
Scheduled Monument

Hole of Spango

Former call centre

Demolished
buildings

Inverkip

The brownfield site extends to
approximately 31 hectares (c.77 acres) in
size and was formerly occupied by the IBM
computer factory. Almost all former IBM
buildings have been demolished. A single
building remains which was most recently
used as a call centre. The site now mostly
consists of hardstanding and open space.
The site is located on the edge of
Greenock, approximately 5km to the
south-west of the town centre and
approximately 3km to the north-west of
Inverkip.

Site Photograph Post Demolition looking south east from across the valley

PLANNING CONTEXT

THE OPPORTUNITY

OUR VISION

The site currently forms part of a wider
allocated development site ‘Spango
Valley’ identified within the adopted
Local Development Plan (LDP) as a
Priority Place.

The redevelopment of the former IBM
site is being brought forward by Advance
Construction (GD) Ltd and provides a
unique opportunity to form an exciting
new mixed use village.

The newly adopted LDP seeks to
promote the site for a mix of uses.
These uses include residential,
industrial and business and a mix of
supporting uses such as neighbourhood
retail, leisure and recreation or
appropriate renewable energy uses.

The proposal will deliver land for
employment, homes, local retail and
leisure as well as extensive parkland
structured around the SpangoBurn, a deculverted / daylighted Hole of Spango and
an extensive network of paths which will
connect with a newly opened railway halt
and the wider path and cycle network.

Our Vision is to create a new community
and high-quality place for around 1,000
people living within approximately 450
homes. This sustainable community will
benefit from a wide choice of homes with
access to employment on site as well as
rail connections to Greenock and Glasgow.
Local shops and facilities will provide a
heart to the community at Spango Valley
and will be easily accessible to all.
Furthermore, the environment and
landscape will provide exceptional
opportunities for leisure, recreation and
a range of outdoor activities either at the
coast, the Greenock Cut or across the
Clyde Muirshiel Regional Park.

Employment

Open Space and Recreation

Homes and Public Spaces
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Site History

Application Site Boundary

Historic Map (~1900)

Application Site Boundary

Historic Map (~1970)

Application Site Boundary

Historic Map (~2017)

Spango Valley is a steep sided valley to the south-west of Greenock As IBM began vacating the site, it was renamed Valleypark, with
through which runs the Hole of Spango.
the intention of attracting other businesses to the site during
which time a call centre was constructed. In October 2016 IBM
From the 1950s Spango Valley was the site of a large factory
vacated Spango Valley completely and the call centre shut shortly
manufacturing IBM computers, occupying the flat base of the valley after.
between the A78 road and the railway line.
The site was completely unoccupied as of 2017.
In the early 1980s the A78 at Spango Valley was substantially
upgraded to dual carriageway to accommodate the increased
IBM rail halt, which opened in May 1978 to serve the IBM factory,
traffic to and from the IBM facility and the nearby Inverkip Power
was closed in December 2018 following demolition of the factory.
Station (also now demolished and identified for mixed use
redevelopment).

Former IBM Site, pre-demolition

A78 Upgrade

Historic Image of IBM computer factory

Former IBM Site, Present Day
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Site Assessment
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Site Assessment Plan

ACCESS

FLOODING & DRAINAGE

Site Boundary

Vehicular Access

Site Boundary

Local Roads

Culverted Watercourse

Railway Halt

Watercourse

Railway Halt

Area of Potential
Flood Risk

Retaining Structure

Railway

Watercourse
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Railway
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Hole of Spango

•

Grade separated junction off A78 viable for retention

•

•

Other two access points from A78 are ‘left in / left out’
and not viable in current form

Site flood zone relating to Spango and the point at which
the Hole of Spango is culverted

•

•

Transport Assessment (TA) is being undertaken

Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) and flood modelling is being
undertaken

LANDSCAPE & ECOLOGY

NOISE

Site Boundary
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•

Concentration of tree cover along Hole of Spango
corridor, the quality of which varies

•

Primary noise sources include A78, railway line and electricity
sub-station

•

Mitigation required regarding bat roost and potential
bat roosts

•

Mitigation required due alongside the A78 and around the
sub-station

•

Tree Survey and Phase1 Habitat Survey is being
undertaken

•

Acoustic Survey is being undertaken

ACCESSIBILITY

Services & Utilities

Site Boundary

Bus Stop

400m From Bus Stop

Site Boundary

HV (11kV) Cable

Medium Pressure Mains

Railway Halt

Local Roads

400m from Train Station

Combined Sewer

LV Cable

BT Cable

Railway Line

250m From Bus Stop

800m From Train Station

Fresh Trunk Main

33(kV) Cable

Fresh Trunk Main

•

The former IBM halt is no longer in use but would be
reinstated with the redevelopment of the site

•

Existing bus stops on the A78 could be supplemented
with services through the site

•

Given the brownfield nature, and former use of the
site, it is well served by existing utility connections
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Site Evaluation

Site Boundary

Open Space

Village / Local Centre

Railway Halt

Residential

Park & Ride

Vehicular Access

Employment

•

Employment land located
adjacent to proposed prison site
and close to upgraded junction

•

Village / local centre located
centrally forming heart to the
community

•

Open space and woodland
retained to north and south of
site

•

Residential development created
within pockets and surrounded
by open space

•

Vehicle access from A78 via
existing grade separated junction
(SW) and new signalised junction
(NE)

•

The primary street forms a
central spine through the village
providing clear legibility

•

Well connected streets

•

Clear street hierarchy

•

Extensive and integrated path
network with wider connectivity
possible

•

Linear park along Hole of Spango

•

Linear green space and path
network alongside railway line
(access to the halt and extensive
views)

•

Key central green space / village
green set around the ‘daylighted’
Hole of Spango

•

Key open spaces located at the
either end and centre of the site

•

Green spaces are well integrated
and connected

•

Streets connect to / provide
views towards green spaces

•

Open space is well integrated
with proposed street hierarchy

•

Legible street patterns

•

Perimeter block structure

•

Permeable and legible
development pattern

•

Development pockets
surrounding by landscape

•

Open space and landscape
visible from all streets

•

Key frontages along primary
street and open spaces

•

Higher density housing located
centrally and adjacent to the
village / local centre and close
to the rail halt

•

Lower density housing around
the develop edges, alongside
parkland

LAND USE

The following concepts identify the structure of this new mixed-use village.

Secondary Streets

Vehicular Access
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Watercourse

Indicative Path Network

Site Boundary

Green Corridors

Railway Halt

Open Space

Vehicular Access

Key Green Spaces

Watercourse

Trees

Site Boundary

Primary Route

Railway Halt
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Watercourse

*

Indicative Path
Network
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Watercourse
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DENSITY
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